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History of the Transformation

» Secretary Thompson’s directive to transform the 
Corps (2003)

» Evolution of the Secretary’s directive
» Options papers (October 2004)
» Secretary Leavitt’s decisions and Vision (December 

2005)
» Transformation Workgroups (February 2006)
» Implementation Plan (October 2006)
» Working Policy & Design Groups (ongoing)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following the 9/11 and anthrax attacks, Secretary Thompson ordered that the Commissioned Corps be enhanced to respond more effectively to disasters (man-made and natural).It was quickly realized that the Secretary’s directive could not be accomplished without significant improvements to the manner in which the force is managed (2003-2004).The Department contracted with the Lewin Group to assist with studying the requirements to accomplish the Secretary’s directive; their report was released in 2003.Options to transform the Corps to meet the new response roles and total force management were provided to Secretary Thompson in the waning days of his administration. He did not make decisions in light of his departure (October 2004).In June 2005, a white paper was produced that described the size of the Corps and distribution of professional qualifications that would be required to respond to (1) hurricanes/natural disasters (“Basic”), (2) chemical weapons attack (“Achievable”) and (3) an anthrax attack (“Aggressive”).Secretary Leavitt, along with the OPDIV/STAFFDIV leads, decided upon the options related to Grouping of Officers, Billet System/Position Classification, Billet Content and Process, Assignments, Training and Career Development, and Recruitment.Secretary Leavitt announced his decisions on the issues presented in the Options papers in December 2005 and directed that the Corps develop the concepts more fully.Five transformation workgroups were formed to develop detailed reports in the areas of (1) Readiness and Response, (2) Sizing of the Corps, (3) Recruitment, Training and Career Development, (4) Assignments and (5) Classification and Positions. Reports completed in March 2006 (COVERED ON SLIDE 8).In consultation with Agency Heads, Secretary Leavitt approved the majority of the content of the reports of the Transformation Workgroups and released the Implementation Plan in October 2006.Upon release of the plan, officers from each of the OPDIVs/STAFFDIVs and non-HHS agencies have been working to develop policy frameworks to implement the Secretary’s decisions.
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Corps Mission Statement

Protecting, promoting, and advancing
the health and safety of the Nation.

As America’s uniformed service of public health 
professionals, the Commissioned Corps achieves this 
mission through: 
»Rapid and effective response to public health needs
»Leadership and excellence in public health practices
»The advancement of public health science
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Transformation Reflects Duality of Mission

» The Corps must provide qualified officers to the 
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services  
and other Federal agencies, as well as other 
organizations/entities, to improve and advance 
critical and longstanding public health missions

» The Corps must provide the Nation with a cadre 
of qualified public health professionals who are 
ready to respond to urgent public health and 
medical emergencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since 9/11, our mission has expanded beyond providing public health and clinical services to the underserved to include a robust emergency preparedness and response element. Therefore, transformation must keep this dual mission in focus so we can provide an effective emergency response force without sacrificing our historic mission element.



Secretary’s Transformation 
Implementation in Detail: 

The 25,000-Foot View
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First Pillar: Sizing & Positions

» In order to effectively accomplish our mission, we must increase the 
size of our active-duty force in specific, targeted disciplines

» Develop tools to assess current and future needs of the Corps
» Respond proactively to changes in those needs through:

– Recruitment
– Selection
– Assignment
– Training
– Promotion and Assimilation
– Other Incentives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overarching goal of the Transformation is to develop systems and business practices that will enable us to continually assess our current capabilities, measure future needs, and identify gaps between the two.  From the gap analysis (using a force management modeling tool), we will be able to effectively target our recruitment, selections, and assignments to meet the unfulfilled and projected needs, develop training to address the future needs as they arise, tailor promotion and assimilation success rates such that they mirror the identified needs, and provide other incentives to officers and applicants to accept the challenges of the immediate and future needs of the Corps.
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First Pillar: Sizing & Positions

» Sizing Model is being created that:
– Identifies billets within the agencies and officers’ professional 

competencies
– Balances response requirements with agency needs and the Corps’ 

historic mission
– Identifies current capabilities and gaps
– Examines past trends in recruitment, retention, and gaps
– Predicts future needs based on trends and desired response 

capabilities (natural and man-made disaster)
– Guides the targeted recruitment efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Office of Commissioned Corps Force Management (OCCFM) must be able to predict what the force strength and professional capabilities are now, and must be given future mission requirements. To this end, a modeling tool is being created that will enable OCCFM to enter variables for mission complexity, deployability of our officers, etc., and obtain the number of officers from each category (and specialty, eventually) that will be required to mount an effective and efficient response.The modeling tool will guide recruitment and “advise” on retention programs in order to meet immediate and future needs of the Corps. It is “sensitive” to the historic mission of the Corps, the missions of the agencies to which our officers are assigned, and the urgent needs for emergency response.
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First Pillar: Sizing & Positions

» Priority will be given to assigning officers to 3H (Isolated Hardship, 
Hazardous, and Hard-to-Fill) duty stations

» Very junior officers will not be assigned to extremely remote/isolated 
duty stations where they may be the only Corps officer

» Assignments to 3H duty stations will have a recommended tour 
length depending upon the conditions of the assignment (voluntary 
extension permitted)
– Three- to four-year tour for possessing one of the 3H designators
– Two-year tour for stations possessing more than one 3H designator, or 

extremely remote/isolated duty station

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Serving the underserved: Hardship, Hazardous, and Hard-to-Fill assignments.
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First Pillar: Sizing & Positions

» Billets
– One for each officer
– Represents the position, not the officer
– Basis for certain pays (e.g., Assignment 

Incentive Pay)
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First Pillar: Sizing & Positions

» The Office of Force Readiness and Deployment (OFRD) has organized a 
“tiered” response system

– Tier 1:
– Two Health and Medical Response (HAMR) teams (planned)
– Five Rapid Deployment Force (RDF) teams
– Ten Incident Response Coordination Teams (IRCT)

– Tier 2:
– Five Applied Public Health Teams (APHT)
– Five Mental Health Teams (MHT)

– Tier 3:
– All remaining active-duty Commissioned Corps officers

– Tier 4:
– Inactive Reserve Corps
– U.S. Public Health Service Ready Reserve 

(desired/proposed)
– Civilian Medical Reserve Corps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Readiness & Deployment sizing
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Second Pillar: Recruitment & Retention

» Target recruitment to attract candidates with the skill sets required by the 
Corps to meet its mission

» Build in efficiencies to the accession of new officers through IT investments 
and policy changes

» Develop rigorous training programs to develop leadership and emergency 
response skills throughout officers’ careers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As stated previously, we need to target our recruitment in order to shape the Corps to meet our dual mission.We must also retire our antiquated systems and business practices in order to create a more efficient system to serve the officers and the department.IT systems will be developed that compare officer professional qualifications and assignment histories with vacancy announcements and provide selecting officials with a panel of qualified officers for each of those positions.  Our officers will be expected to provide leadership within their duty stations and during responses to public health emergencies.  As they progress in their careers, their level of leadership and responsibility will grow.  The Corps will develop training programs that will enhance those leadership and emergency response skills throughout officers’ careers.
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Second Pillar: Recruitment & Retention

BLUE – CAM TEAM
(Medical/Dental/Scientist Categories)

LCDR Rhondalyn Cox – co-Team Lead
CDR Robin Scheper – co-Team Lead

LCDR Tomas Bonome
Ms. Charlene Jenkins
Ms. Karla McCullum

RED – CAM TEAM
(Nurse/Therapist Categories)
LCDR David Magnotta – Team Lead

LCDR Joshua Hardin
LCDR Henry McMillan

Ms. Melanie Ross
Ms. Lisa Duhart

GREEN – CAM TEAM
(Pharmacy/Engineer/Dietitian Categories)

CAPT Kathleen Downs – Team Lead
LCDR Laurie Kelley

Vacant CAM
Ms. Isoline Sanderson
Ms. Angela Gardner

GOLD – CAM TEAM
(HSO/Vet./EHO Categories)
CDR Peter Martineau – Team Lead

CDR Diane Hanner
Vacant CAM

LTJG Alex Amankwah
Mr. Tim Burrows

PHYSICAL QUALIFICATIONS TEAM
(Medical/Dental/Mental Health Standards Review)

CDR Katherine Palatainos – Team Lead
Ms. Allison Harris

Ms. Salome Reyes
LTJG Nikkia Powell

SUITABILITY/SECURITY TEAM
(Security Clearance Review)
CDR Theresa Minter – Team Lead

LCDR Michelle Everett
CDR Claudia Brown (OSSI)

LCDR Jacqueline Rodrigue (OCCI)

Emphasizing and Reorganizing Recruitment and 
Assignments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Office of Commissioned Corps Force Management (OCCFM) must be able to predict what the force strength and professional capabilities are now, and must be given future mission requirements. To this end, a modeling tool is being created that will enable OCCFM to enter variables for mission complexity, deployability of our officers, etc., and obtain the number of officers from each category (and specialty, eventually) that will be required to mount an effective and efficient response.The modeling tool will guide recruitment and “advise” on retention programs in order to meet immediate and future needs of the Corps. It is “sensitive” to the historic mission of the Corps, the missions of the agencies to which our officers are assigned, and the urgent needs for emergency response.
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Second Pillar: Recruitment & Retention

» Capacity gaps have been identified, particularly in the clinical roles 
(Medical, Nurse, Pharmacist ,and Dentist).  Must fill gaps.

» Advertisements have been placed in over 50 professional publications, 
health professions newsletters/newspapers, professional organization Web 
sites

» Recruiters are attending meetings of professional organizations
» New recruitment brochures and fact sheets have been produced and are 

being distributed
» The new Corps Web portal has been launched (www.usphs.gov)
» A recruitment call center has been activated that captures candidate 

information and directs them to recruitment specialists with knowledge of 
their discipline

» Career and Assignment Managers (CAMs) have been hired

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Sizing Paper, recruitment and retention trends, and our Katrina response have instructed us on required skill sets as well as the gaps that exist between those requirements and our current capabilities.In response to this information, the Corps has developed new recruitment materials and a new recruitment philosophy that target candidates with the clinical skill sets where deficiencies exist: New recruitment brochures and category-specific “Fact Sheets” have been developed for those categories where deficiencies exist. A new call system has gone online that routes callers to personnel specialists who focus on a particular category of officer candidates (personalized attention).  This system will soon be available to Associate Recruiters (AR) in the field.  ARs will be able to access information on candidates in their professional category and geographic or programmatic area to provide a reliable, local link to the candidates. Advertisements have been placed in professional journals and professional school publications that cater to clinicians; recruiters will be working at professional conferences. Officers who are currently on extended active duty have had their “Commissioned Corps Stories” published in hometown and alumni newspapers/newsletters as part of a public relations campaign. A new, dynamic, and attractive Web site has been created that was developed using input from focus groups from our target audience. New student pipeline programs have been proposed that will attract qualified health professionals prior to graduation. The programs include: Student Reserve Commission Program: students will be commissioned into the U.S. Public Health Service Inactive Reserve Corps.  There is no obligation on the part of the student or the Corps to serve on active duty upon completion of the degree requirements.  Participants in this program will establish a base pay entry date that corresponds with the date they entered the program. Commissioned Officer Student Training and Externship Program: eligibility requires completions of first required year of study in dental, medical, optometry, podiatry, or veterinary school; completion of first two years of technical training; enrollment in a master’s or doctoral program in a commissionable, health-related field; completion of baccalaureate degree and enrollment in certification program.  When active, participants serve as Ensigns (O-1) and receive commensurate pay/benefits. Early Commissioning Program: students are enrolled in a qualifying degree program, are commissioned on extended active duty, will be obligated to repay the support with two days of active-duty service for every one day of support.  When on active duty while enrolled in the program, participants serve as Ensigns (O-1) and receive commensurate pay/benefits.

http://www.usphs.gov/
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Second Pillar: Recruitment & Retention

New Web Portal 
Homepage

Recruitment 
Brochure

Nurse Category 
Fact Sheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New Recruitment Materials
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Second Pillar: Recruitment & Retention

» For officers:
– Assignment Incentive Pay for work in hard-to-fill billets

– At the discretion of the agency
– Specified tour length and rotation schedule (extensions at officer’s 

request)
– Receive priority career counseling
– Receive priority placement for follow-on assignments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a pressing need for officers in certain billets. For instance, there is a deficiency of clinicians in 3H (Isolated/Hardship, Hazardous Duty, Hard-to-Fill) assignments, while hundreds of clinicians work in Atlanta, GA, for CDC.  Attracting officers to work in less appealing (or convenient) duty stations may require incentive packages for the officer and his/her dependents.Officers who voluntarily accept assignments that have been deemed “hard-to-fill” may receive an Assignment Incentive Pay (AIP) at the discretion of the agency.  This pay will be added to the officer’s basic pay each month.Assignments at 3H sites will have a prescribed tour length.  Those that are most isolated or present the greatest hardship to the officer and/or the officer’s dependents will have a typical tour length of two years.  Other 3H assignments will have a prescribed tour length of three to four years. Incumbents may request an extension of their tours.  Officers in 3H and foreign assignments with prescribed tour lengths will receive priority career counseling from CAMs as they plan their careers beyond the current assignment.Officers in 3H and foreign assignments with prescribed tour lengths will receive early attention from CAMs (at least one year from the end of the prescribed tour) to assist with locating a follow-on assignment at a more appealing duty station. Qualified officers expressing a desire to relocate will be actively referred to OPDIVs and/or non-HHS organizations for consideration.
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Second Pillar: Recruitment & Retention

» For dependents:
– Spousal and family member 

employment assistance 
program

– Childcare support
– Counseling, information, and 

referral support
– Relocation Assistance upon 

PCS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dependent satisfaction with the officer’s duty assignment, particularly in 3H assignments, will make these assignments more attractive to the officer.  The total commitment demanded by the Commissioned Corps requires that officers and their dependent(s) be provided a comprehensive family support system.  There is a proposal to launch a Corps Family Support Program.The Corps proposes to contract with or enter into an MOU with organizations that specialize in family employment assistance services.  Additionally, the Corps proposes to provide a 50 percent childcare subsidy (in line with the DoD program) for officers with young dependents.  Our officers in 3H assignments and overseas stations will be granted access to the myriad services offered by the Employee Assistance Program (including counseling services), and integrated Work Life Services.  Finally, assistance, in a variety of services, will be provided to families before and after PCS. Assistance with locating suitable housing, activating services to the house/apartment, providing information on the local community, and providing networking opportunities through a formalized Sponsorship Program in the community to which the officer and dependents will be relocating.
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Third Pillar: Support Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current IT infrastructure supporting Corps personnel and force management is antiquated, and the individual servers do not share data effectively.  Consequently, much of what is proposed cannot be supported by our current IT architecture.  As is shown in this cartoon, the various systems for compensation, COERs, eOPF, processing personnel orders, readiness/response, etc., are not integrated (or, in some cases, not compatible); consequently, data aren’t shared between the systems.A recent development has allowed us to explore using the Coast Guard’s IT systems to manage our data.  The Coast Guard’s HR systems utilize PeopleSoft, and using PeopleSoft was a requirement of the Department’s Chief Information Officers’ Council.  We have received unanimous support of the CIO Council and the Department’s IT Investment Review Board to pursue a formal relationship with the USCG.  A fit test is currently underway to determine what our requirements are and how well the CG’s Direct-Access system can meet those needs.
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Protecting, promoting, 
and advancing the 

health and safety of the 
Nation.
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Accomplishments to Date

» Recruitment operational plan was developed with portions being 
operationalized in late 2007 to include many of the recruitment 
activities previously described

» The Department’s Chief Information Officers Council and the IT 
Investment Review Board have granted unanimous approval for the 
Corps to seek a formal relationship with the U.S. Coast Guard to use 
their Human Resource systems

» Multiple requirements and design meetings have occurred to assist 
in the migration of the first three IT systems to Coast Guard Direct 
Access system in the summer of 2008
– Relationship is enthusiastically supported by department and OMB

» The Electronic Call to Active Duty (eCAD) application system was 
launched in April 2008

» The first two-week Officer Basic Course (OBC) was conducted May 
2007 and since September has been offered monthly

» Draft Sizing Model tool has been created
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Ongoing Activities

» CAMs have been hired/trained and are leading fully 
functional teams

» Assignment Incentive Pay policy has been approved 
and is awaiting implementation

» Summer 2008 all category billets will be updated to 
the new format

» Survey (with 63% response rate) of officers in 3H 
assignments has been completed along with 
analysis. 

» Family assistance programs have been prioritized 
and opportunities for implementation are being 
explored

» Officer readiness exceeds OMB PART measures
» Plans have been established for:

– Training continuum
– Assignment of officers
– Officer Profile System 
– Functional Groups
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Next Steps

» Ensure appropriate funding source to continue transformation efforts

» Assure trans-departmental support for the Secretary’s directive to 
increase the active-duty force strength
– ASL to finalize legislative initiative related to CHCs
– ASAM/OHR collaboration on HHS workforce planning model
– Rockville HR Center developing vacancy identification and assignment 

strategies
– ASAM/PSC to coordinate IT support functions with OPHS
– Encourage OPDIVs to hire Corps officers to fulfill their missions

» Develop, establish, and approve MOUs with other Federal, 
State/local health departments, etc.
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